Parker Pioneer XP

P

arker Bow Company has been on the move in recent years – to
the point that they have silently walked in and took one of the
top bow manufacturing spots in our industry. If you look at
sales dollars alone they have few rivals. They have accomplished all
of this without hype or “flash”. Their products have simply gained a
following based on their performance and the company that stands
behind them. Parker is “good people” doing good things. One of the
keys to their product success is that they have offered bows that are
as smooth as they come on the draw. People like to shoot bows that
“feel good”. Their bows have also become quieter and deliver less
shock than the average bow.
This review will focus on Parker’s Pioneer XP, the flagship of their
new XP line. XP stands for Xtreme Parallel. This new line is designed
to be more than just another batch of bows with laid-back limbs –
they are a precise balance between limb pocket angle, limb design
and eccentric system characteristics. The goal is to provide high performance in a quiet and shock free package. Lets see how they did.

The Basics:
Riser: Parker takes the high road on manufacturing processes by
CNC machining their Pioneer riser from a high quality 6061-T6 aluminum. This aluminum has become the standard choice for bow
manufacturers and has shown itself to be durable and strong. There
are basically three types of riser geometries; Reflex, Deflex and neutral. Deflexed risers tend to be somewhat slower, however, they also
have shown evidence of being more stable. Reflexed risers essentially increase the length of the power stroke the archer puts into the
draw cycle, that in turn increases the speed. Manufacturers have
learned to take advantage of this speed-increasing configuration
while making the bows stable at the same time. The Pioneer has a
generous 3.25 inch reflexed geometry. The CNC machining on the
Pioneer is sleek with chamfered corners and rolling features. There
are six major cutouts and two large recessed pockets designed to
reduce the overall mass weight, which is only 3.85 pounds. All of the
standard accessory mounting holes can be found on the riser
including a threaded stabilizer insert on the front. The Pioneer features a one-piece walnut wood grip configured to situate the shooter’s wrist in a low position. The grip is held in place with an epoxy.
Parker uses a straight cable guard rod made of carbon/graphite. The
rod is held in place with a small setscrew. The Pioneer is decked out
in Mossy Oak’s New Breakup camo pattern, which is applied through
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a Hydrographic Water Transfer Process. Basically this is just
another name for what most of us understand to be the film dipping process. There is also a black emblem embedded just below
the grip with “Parker” in gold lettering.
Customer Connection: The level of machining detail found on
the Pioneer’s riser is evidence of Parker’s commitment to providing a top-notch bow. A customer purchasing a high-end bow
wants to know the manufacturer has taken care of every detail –
let them take a close look. Point out the obvious effort Parker has
put forth.
The contoured wood grip is comfortable both at rest and at
full draw; however, it is especially good at positioning the shooter’s hand consistently. Point this out and mention the inherent
shooting accuracy and consistency qualities that this brings to
the table.
The threaded stabilizer insert is one of my favorite additions
to any bow – I think it should be standard on every rig on the market. The Pioneer has this feature and it is just another bonus to
point out.
The cutouts that help keep the Pioneer’s mass weight to only
3.85 pounds should be noted when selling the bow – a high-end
bow that is this light is definitely a selling point.
Limbs/limb pockets: The Pioneer XP is outfitted with a solid,
one-piece pocket that is, like the riser, CNC machined out of
6061-T6 aluminum. The pocket has an open-ended design, which
basically means the pocket does not “cup” or cover the end of the
limb. This eliminates more mass weight. The limb pivots on a synthetic “rocker” material that lies in the pocket end closest to the
eccentrics.

Continued on page 100
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machined.
CNC
machining
and
deflection
value
matching can only
equal a positive for
the customer.

Continued from page 97
Pioneer limbs are solid in construction, straight in geometry and
measure 13 inches in length. As indicated by the XP designation on this
bow the limbs are set to achieve a
parallel position at full draw. Each
set of limbs is precisely matched
using individual deflection values,
which provides balance top to bottom and increases the resulting efficiency and stability. Parker desires to
provide only the best on their flagship bow and have gone to industry
standard Gordon Composites for
their limb material. Gordon’s reputation has been earned and proven
thousands of times over as their
materials have shown up on countless rigs over many years. This particular bow uses Gordon’s Power Tuff
material. Limbs are CNC machined
for precision and consistency. Limbs
can be chosen with peak draw
weights of 60 and 70 pounds. All
peak draw weights can be adjusted
10 pounds down.
As with the riser the limbs are
film dipped in Mossy Oak’s New
Breakup camo pattern. On the face
of each limb you will find the name
Parker Pioneer XP in gold lettering.
The inside of the bottom limb has a
sticker indicating the bow’s draw
length, draw weight, string length,
cable length and serial number. Also
found on the inside of the limbs is a
set of Limb Savers.
Customer Connection: The obvious selling point here is the limb
position. Basically, parallel limbs
equal a quieter and reduced shock
shooting experience.
The second big selling point
found on the Pioneer XP is the material and construction of the limbs.
Point out the Gordon material and
talk about their super reputation for
providing long lasting trouble free
limb materials. Also, point out that
the limbs, like the riser are also CNC
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Parker Pioneer XP
Draw weights: 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: Short Cam = 26 to 28 inches;
Long Cam = 29 to 30 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 33.25 inches
Brace Height: 7.75 inches
Mass Weight: 3.85 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent
Eccentrics: ARC Single Cam
Tested speed: 301.4 fps tested, 300 fps advertised
Available finish: Mossy Oak New Breakup
Cable: Stone Mountain Dakota – 33.75 inches
String: Stone Mountain Dakota – 89.75 inches
Grip: One-piece contoured walnut
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: CNC machined 6061-T6
aluminum, open-end design
Limbs: Gordon Power Tuff – 13 inches
Cable Guard: Straight Carbon/Graphite
Warranty: Lifetime to original owner –
Not prorated
MSRP: $599.95

Eccentrics:
Parker has given the
Pioneer a single cam
eccentric
system
called the ARC Cam.
Both cam and idler
ride on maintenance-free sealed
ball bearings that are
supported by stainless steel axles,
which are hardened
and polished. Two
cams are available;
The Long Draw cam
has a rotating module that can be adjusted for draw
lengths between 29 and 31 inches
and the Short Draw cam offers draw
lengths between 26 and 28 inches,
again with a rotating module. The
rotating cam is designed to provide
the exact same high performance at
each of the available draw lengths.
This system generates a let-off of 80
percent. To greatly reduce wear on
cables Parker angles the outside of
the module groove toward the cable
guard to allow the cable to easily
enter the groove without having to
bend around the lip/edge of the
module.
Customer Connection:
Bow
adjustability, while not as expansive
as some other eccentric systems, can
still be used as a selling point here.
You, as a dealer, have only to stock
two cam styles to cover all the
options. This is more convenient and
cost effective than cams that offer
only one draw length.
An 80 percent let-off is comfortable. Let the customer draw the bow
to feel the relief offered by this high
let-off.
Point out Parker’s efforts to provide top performance at each draw
length offered. Some systems offer
draw length adjustments at the
expense of performance – this is not
the case with Parker.

Silencing/Shock reducing features: I counted eight different
accessories/features designed to
reduce or eliminate the shock, vibration and noise on the test bow. Those
include two Sims String Leaches,
Three Sims Cable silencers, two Sims
Limb Savers and parallel limbs. Sims
has long been considered the leader
in noise and vibration dampening
technology for not only this industry,
but many others as well.
Customer Connection: This one
is easy. Have you ever met a customer that would prefer a bow that is
full of shock and loud at the shot? Me
either!
Strings/Cables: Parker draws on
the reputation and quality materials
that Stone Mountain Bow String
Company is known for. These particular strings and cables are from the
Dakota series, which are premium,
pre-stretched and pre-twisted. The
string measures 89.75 inches in
length and consists of 22 strands.
The cable is 33.75 inches in length
and has 20 strands.
Customer Connection: The use
of Stone Mountain cable and string
is definitely a selling point for the
more experienced archer.
Additional Features: Parker has
added a built-in attachment hole for
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the direct attachment of a bow wrist
sling. This allows for a more natural
fit and also keeps the sling material
out from behind the stabilizer where
it is typically mounted. There are
also two threaded mounting holes
behind each limb pocket for the
attachment of dampening devices.

Testing:
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter
portable shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph
with an infrared lighting system
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hornady GS-1000
electronic digtal scale
Hanson Scale
Mitutoyo Digital Caliper – 6”
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Fire Hurricane Release Aid
Quality Test: As with all other
bow evaluations I do, the first step is
to go over the entire rig with the
proverbial “Fine-tooth
comb”.
Basically the bow is inspected for
overall quality in the finish, machining and mechanical components.
There were several small blemishes

found in the Pioneer’s finish, however, they were not significant enough
to be concerned with. The machining appeared to be in good order, as
did all of the mechanical/moving
components.
Set up: The Pioneer XP was prepared for testing by first setting the
draw weight to 70 pounds using the
Easton Digital bow scale, which was
backed up by the Hanson scale, and
the draw length was set to 30 inch
according to the standard for doing
so - ASTM F 1544-04. At the beginning of this year we decided that
what is generally termed as the ‘IBO’
speed would be more relevant to
report today as most archers and
bowhunters make comparisons
based on that speed rather than that
of the traditional AMO (now ATA)
rating. The I.B.O. (International
Bowhunting Organization) publishes a set of rules that regulate the
parameters of a bow setup which
archers are permitted to use while
participating in one of their sanctioned events. These rules, however,
do not constitute a standard and
allow for variation in some aspects.
Thus we have ‘standardized’ the tests
performed here in Arrow Trade by
making use of both systems. A 30
inch draw length and 70-pound

draw weight has become the industry-accepted specs for IBO ratings.
The draw length will be set accord-
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ft/sec (Taken from ASTM F 1544-04).
An appropriate chronograph
with a minimum of two gates set no
more than 48 inches apart will be
used. The initial gate will be set at 36
inches from the front of the bow’s
handle.
ing to the requirements of ASTM F
1544-04 and the draw weight will be
set to 70 pounds +/- 1 lb (the +/- 1 lb
requirement is also an ASTM F 1544
-04 requirement). Speeds will be
measured using a correctly spined
350-grain arrow. This weight comes
from the IBO rule, which states that,
“Arrows must weigh at least 5 grains
per pound of the bow’s maximum
shooting weight…” As stated earlier
Arrow Trade bows will be tested at 70
pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule we
would multiply 5 grains x 70 pounds
= 350 grains. To summarize our new
‘Arrow Trade Standard’:
Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 1
pound
Draw Length will be set to 30
inches ATA (defined by ASTM F 154404)
Arrows will be selected according
to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per pound
(350 grains)
All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)
A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as
defined above. The five shots will then
be averaged to obtain the final reading. All velocity values for a given
arrow must fall within a range of 2

A single brass nock and
QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow – nothing more.
With the exception of these two
items every bow is tested as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them
installed. While the ‘official’ velocity
rating for our calculations will be
taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will
be done to bring a bracketed picture
of the bow’s speed performance to
the reader. Test arrows include a
lightweight 350-grain CAE carbon
arrow, a mid-weight 420-grain Radial
X Weave arrow and a relatively heavy
540-grain Easton XX78 Super Slam
arrow. Before recording speeds with
these arrows the bow was first paper
tuned with each one. Most every
bowhunter/archer will be able to
extrapolate their approximate arrow
speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows.
Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs listed above – Easton’s model
as the primary and the Oehler as a
backup/verification unit. Following
are the resulting speed ratings for
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each in feet per second:
540-grain arrow
250
249
249
249
249
Average: 249.2 fps
420-grain arrow
274
275
274
274
274
Average: 274.2 fps
350-grain arrow
302
301
301
301
302
Average: 301.4 fps
Customers who enter your shop
looking to purchase a new hunting
rig will most likely make that choice
based on several factors; price point,
speed and the subjective aspects of
performance such as:
Shock/vibration levels
Noise level
Overall feel of the grip and
balance of the bow at full draw
Smoothness of draw
Our subjective testing is
designed to offer you and your customer a baseline for how a particular
bow performs as compared to other
rigs of a similar price point and
speed rating. Evaluating the subjective aspects of a bow fairly is a difficult endeavor and in the end it
comes down to an opinion - in this
case mine. With that in mind we will
look at the Parker Pioneer XP’s performance in regard to the subjective
categories mentioned above in comparison to three other bows of similar price and speed. The speed is
somewhat lower with the Pioneer
than many of the bows at this price
point, so the comparison will be
made to bows that range approximately 5 to 10 fps faster.
In the shock and vibration category the Pioneer XP is a standout. It

Open ended
limb pockets and
extensive slotting in the riser
helps reduce
weight to 3.85
pounds

is not only the best of the four bows I
compared it to for this particular test
but also one of the best in all of the
testing I have done to date in 2007.
There is only a minor “bump” and
negligible vibration felt upon
release. The parallel limbs coupled
with the vibration dampening
devices attached at the factory are
certainly responsible for the success
in this area.
Noise level was not what I
expected at first – that is until my son
pointed out that the noise he was
hearing was coming from the cam.
Upon further inspection we found a
slightly loose module screw that was
causing the shot noise. Once that
was tightened down the Pioneer XP
was again a cut above. In comparison to the three other bows I would
rank it as a tie for first. The arrow
used for this test was only 350 grains
and the bow still only registered
slight shot noise.
Parker’s contoured grip is definitely comfortable at rest and even
more so at full draw. It consistently
positioned my hand for the shot.
This is where the smooth finish of a
polished wood grip outdistances the
performance factors of a rubber or
soft grip. The grip’s contour is easy

on the hand with no noted pressure
points. At full draw the Pioneer with
its nearly 7.75 inch brace height is
well balanced and settles nicely on
target. As compared to the other rigs
the Pioneer was among the top two
for overall feel of the grip and balance of the bow at full draw.
When it comes to a smooth draw
there isn’t even a close fight to report
– in this area there is no comparison
to the Pioneer XP. As you can see
from the force draw curve this bow
has no rough edges. This is a signature quality of the Parker line.
Overall the Parker Pioneer XP is
an excellent rig. Other than a few
minor finish flaws the bow received
high marks all the way around. Any
detractors? Yes – the speed of the
Pioneer will most certainly be a
detractor for some and is dangerously close to the “don’t go there”
zone of a sub 300 fps IBO rating.
There are many who would never
even consider a bow that has a “2” at
the front of its rating. The bottom
line is that this bow is one of the best
in the business and if your customer
isn’t a certified “speed junkie” then
selling it should be relatively easy. If
the subject of speed comes up simply point out that not that many
years ago we were all wondering if
the 300 fps mark would ever be a
reality on everyday bows– and there
were plenty of downed game to
prove that if we didn’t see that 300
fps IBO mark we would still be able
to enjoy successfully hunting most
anything we wanted.
Test Bow Technical Info:
(350-grain arrow/ 70 lb peak

draw weight)
Stored Energy: 91.03 footpounds
(When you draw the bow you
supply power/energy into the limbs.
The amount of energy that the limbs
can hold is known as the stored energy.)
Efficiency Rating: 77.58%
(This is the amount of the stored
energy (in %) that can be successfully transferred into propelling the
arrow upon release. The bow design,
including limbs, limb pockets, cam
systems, and axle types play into the
bow’s efficiency. An example would
be a sealed ball bearing in the idler
wheel verses a simple unsealed rod
bearing. It takes more energy to
rotate the unsealed rod bearing
(more friction) verses the sealed ball
bearing (less friction) so more of the
bow’s potential energy is used. The
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
to propel the arrow.)
Kinetic Energy: 70.62 footpounds
(This is the energy that actually
goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all
of the bow system friction is
accounted for.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.30
This is the ratio of stored energy
to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply.
Measured Speed: 301.4 FPS
The bow is tweaked to an ATA
draw length of 30” and set exactly to
a 70 lb draw weight.
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